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Elastic Collisions
When two objects collide and bounce off each other so that the total kinetic energy
stays the same, we say that this is an elastic collision. In order to figure out the
velocity of two objects that are involved in an elastic collision, you imagine that they come together, stick
for a moment, and then bounce off as fast as they came.

So, solving an elastic collision collision will always start by finding the "sticking together" velocity, which
in physics we call the center of mass velocity. Then, you take each incoming velocity, and "flip" it to the
other side of this velocity. This can be done with the equation shown to the right below, but it's good to
keep in mind that what you are really doing is flipping the velocity, where the center you flip it around is
the center of mass velocity.

So, for example, consider this problem
that we looked at in class a few days ago:
ptot = -150 kg m/s
mtot = 150 kg
vcm = -150 / 150 = -1 m/s
Suppose that this were an elastic collision
- you can imagine that we're both wearing
those inflatable sumo wrestler suits, if you
have trouble envisioning people bouncing
off each other under normal
circumstances. Each person's velocity flips
to the other side of -1 m/s: the person who started out going 5 m/s ends up going -7 m/s, and the other, who
started out going -5 m/s, ends up going 3 m/s.

. 1 By finding the kinetic energy of each person before and after the collision, verify that the example
above and my solution of it really is an elastic collision.

. 2 In an elastic collision, is it ever possible for both people to end up unmoving? Why or why not?



. 3 Using this same technique, figure out the final velocity of each ball in this collision.

. 4 Do the same for this collision.

. 5 These two balls have already collided. Figure out what the velocity of each was before the collision.
(Hint: the center of mass velocity of two objects doesn't change when they get in an elastic collision)


